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Hi, we are Céleste, Hélène, Olivia and Auguste. We are the grandchildren of Nathalie & Stefan. Our grandparents  
are in the baby business for over 35 years. And gosh, do they know what babies need!

Looking back on 35 years of incredible success, 35 years of development, design and growth, Mammy & Pappy have 
always kept true to their 4 core values of innovation, comfort, safety and last but not least passion.

Our grandparents and their wonderful team develop all their products to make our lives super easy. They really 
thought of everything! Relaxing nappy time? Check! Joyfully playing and much more? Double check!

Of course they didn't just make these products for us. Our grandparents want to make all babies, toddlers and their 
parents very happy, so they distribute their products across 60 countries worldwide. That’s sweet, isn’t it?

They are super passionate about making your little world complete. Together with their motivated team, they 
believe that ‘your nursery should tell the story of who you are and be a collection of what you love’.

We wanted to make sure that all fellow babies and toddlers can enjoy great products, so we already tested the entire 
new collection. And wowie, we are amazed! We are sure you will love it too. So take a brief moment to sit down and 
enjoy the new Mommy-zine of Childhome…

Love, xxx
Céleste, Hélène, Olivia & Auguste

We are launching a new website in March 2020. 
Visit WWW.CHILDHOME.COM, look up the 
product code or name and get more information 
about the product you like!

Follow us !

CONFORM TO EN 14988:2017

XXL
MOMMY BAG
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EVOLU
NEWBORN SEAT

Nothing tougher than moving a high chair with a baby in it. Besides, it can cause dangerous situations. Therefore 
Childhome introduces the new Evolu ONE.80° high chair. The award winning Evolu chair comes with a swivel 

function. The swivel seat allows parents to place or feed their child in the seat in 3 diff erent positions without 
moving or lifting the entire chair. Easily pull the latch to click the chair in the next position towards the table, 90° 
clockwise or 90°counterclockwise relative to the table.

BABY 
INNOVATION
AWARD

2018
WINNER

SWIVELS
90

°

SW

IVELS 90°

CHEVO180NA CHEVO180NACHEVONBNA - CHEVOSCNBJGD
 - CHEVO180NW

GERMANY USA USA HONG KONG UK UKTHE 
NETHERLANDS

THE 
NETHERLANDS

CHEVOTB - CHEVO180NW CCASCGR - CHEVO180NA
 - CHEVOFTNANT

CHEVONBNANT - CHEVOSCNBJG - CHEVOCHNA - CHEVOFTNANT

Now you can 
use the Evolu 

high chair from 
birth up to 6 years.
The Newborn seat is 
compatible with the Evolu 
2 and the Evolu ONE.80°, so 
your baby can accompany 
you at the dining table or 
at the kitchen island. With 
our Evolu chair we opted to 
create a product that can 
be used for years. We 
thought about design,
ergonomics, safety 
and functionality.

CONFORM TO EN 14988:2017
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CHEVOCHBL - CHEVOTBL

EVOLU 2
BLACK EDITION
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EVOLU 2

KIDS TABLEKIDS TABLE
50CM50CM

DINING TABLEDINING TABLE
75CM75CM

KITCHEN ISLAND KITCHEN ISLAND 
90CM90CM

Trendy 2-in-1 high chair with durable plastic seat and natural legs that can be adjusted to 2 table heights: 
standard dining table of 75cm and a children’s table of 50cm. The simple assembly makes it easy to change the 

height. Equipped with a 5-point safety harness and a removable safety bumper. For children from 6 months up 
to 6 years old. The use of a high chair is recommended once your child is able to sit up independently. With the 
optional long legs, the high chair is adaptable to a kitchen island of 90cm. Also a feeding tray, adjustable in depth, 
is optionally available.

CHEVOCHNA - CHEVOTAA
 - CHEVOBAS

CHEVONBNA - CHEVOCHNW CHEVONBNANT - CHEVOFTNANT
- CHEVOCHNA 

CHEVOCHNW - CHEVOFTNA CHEVOCHNW

CONFORM TO EN 14988:2017

GERMANY POLAND SPAIN BELGIUM
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HIGH POSITION
+ WHEELS

EVOLUX
CHANGING TABLE

EVOLUX
CHANGING UNIT

The Evolux Changing Table, 
nominated for the Kind + 

Jugend Innovation Award, is the 
fi rst designed changing table with 
4 diff erent heights. Thanks to the 
wheels with brake system, the 
table is easy to move from one 
room to another. A bigger changing 
unit, higher barriers and a fi rm 
construction ensure it is safe for 
babies up to 15 kg. A 3-point safety 
harness with removable crotch was 
added so the baby is safe at all times.

Also new to the Evolux-collection is the Evolux   
Changing Unit. The changing unit has the same big, 

molded shell with higher barriers for more safety and 
durability. The Evolux Changing Unit has an adjustable 
fi xing system, it can be placed on top of 
a cot bed and playpen. 
Now  the diaper 
can be changed 
anywhere safely.

LOW POSITION
LOW POSITION

+ WHEELS
HIGH POSITION

HIGH POSITION
+ WHEELS

+ WHEELS

CCCOEVOWH

CCCOEVOGR

CHANGING CUSHION + 3-POINT HARNESS AND BASKET INCLUDED

CHTEVONANTCHTEVONW

CHUEVOW CHUEVOANT

95CM95CM91CM91CM89CM89CM85CM85CM

NEW
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HIGH POSITION
+ WHEELS

The Evolux Cradle has slanted legs and anti-skid feet to ensure 
an optimal stability. The slanted legs are a typical characteristic 

of all Evolux products. The breathable 3D-mesh crib ensures an 
optimal air circulation so the baby can enjoy a good and safe night 
rest. The cradle has a bigger size (50x90cm) so it can be used for a 
longer period of time.

FOR A SAFE NIGHT 

EVOLUX
CRADLE

50x90CM

WHEELS INCLUDED

CREVONANT CREVONW

NEW
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MOMMY BAG 
NEW

From now on there is a bag for every member of the family! The new backpack for children,  My First Bag, 
matches the big Mommy Bag perfectly. The new trendy On-The-Go Banana Bag is a handy and stylish accessory 

for active parents. It can be worn around the hips or shoulders, leaving your hands free. Last but not least, the 
Family Bag can be used by the entire family. The spacious bag keeps everyone’s stuff safe during family activities. 
This makes the time spend together even more beautiful.

CWMBBLEO

CWMCLEO - CWMCLLBR CWFBWH CWBANABL

The iconic Mommy Bag created by 
Childhome has two new designs this 

year. Moms all over the world go wild for 
the Leopard print. The classy Leather Look 
is a timeless piece. Both new designs are 
available in a Mommy Bag, Mommy Clutch 
and Baby Necessities. On top of that there is 
a new neutral Leather Look Diaper Backpack 
which can be used by both mom and dad.
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CWFBBL CWMBBLLBR CWNESLEO

CWBANAGR CWKIDBNA CWBANAWH

CWFBGR

CWBANAPC

CWBPLLBR

CWKIDBBL

CWKIDBPC - CWKIDBGR 

CWNESLLBR
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"� is is the Mary 
Poppins of the 

Changing Bags! 
Fabulous for 

Mums with more 
than one baby/
toddler. Perfect 

for travel. I love 
mine!" - Michelle, 

Mummy and me

#MOMMYBAG 
FOLLOW US @CHILDHOME.BE

CWMCBLGO

CWMBBBLGO - CWDBPBL

CWMBBBLGO - CWMCCOBL - CWNESPC

CWMCOWB

CWMBBCPERS
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"Fashion is 
a passion, 

also for
babies."

- Nathalie Aerts, 
founder & owner 

Childhome

#MOMMYBAG 
FOLLOW US @CHILDHOME.BE

CWNESOWH CWMBBNA

CWMBBLLBR - CWMBBCOBL - CWMBBGR - CWMBBLEO

CWMBBCGRCWNESGR - CWNESCOBLCWMBBGR

MOMS TO BE
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KITGROW
4 IN 1 KITCHEN GROW CHAIR

CONFORM TO EN 14988:2017

The KITGROW grows together with the child and can be used up to 85 kg. On top of that, it has several amazing 
features to help new parents out at home. The new KITGROW 4-in-1 grow chair by Childhome can be used as a 

baby high chair, normal chair, bar stool and step ladder all in one. You can easily adjust the height of the seat and 
footrest without the use of screws. This saves a lot time and makes the chair easy to use for the entire family.

6M-3Y UP TO 85KG

THE FIRST KITCHEN ISLAND GROW CHAIR

EASY TO STORE

KITGROWNA KITGROWNW KITGROWWW

DINING TABLEDINING TABLE
75CM75CM

KITCHEN ISLAND KITCHEN ISLAND 
90CM90CM

NEW
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NEW COLOUR: 
RED BRICK

CONFORM TO EN 14988:2017

NEW COLOUR: 
RED BRICK

CCRASCJG

CCASCGD

CCSCGCJLEO

HCL3CANHCL3CRBHCL3CBLHCL3CSGHCL3CN
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BAMBOO 
In this cool setting little adventurers will feel completely at home and will go to bed proudly every night. The 

Bamboo collection consists  of a bed 70x140 cm, a wallshelf, cloth stand and a decorative ladder. Kids will have 
the most adventurous dreams in this canopy bed. Add a colourful carpet or some leopard storage boxes to the mix 
to brighten up the room. Thanks to the high-quality materials, the carpets can be machine washed. 

SWLEO CHSCHUCHCARGEO - 120X160CM 

B140BAM - B140BAMCOV - CCDCJLEO - CHCARZEGR BAMCLST

BAMLAD

R
E
S
PE

CTING NATU
R

E

THIS ROOM CONTRIBUTES TO A MORE SUSTAINAIBLE ENVIRONMENT. 
AFTER ALL, IF YOU CUT 1 BAMBOO PLANT, 10 NEW ONES WILL GROW!
ALSO, THE ROOM IS HANDCRAFTED BY LOCAL CRAFTSMEN AND NO PLASTIC 
IS USED DURING THE ENTIRE  PRODUCTION PROCESS  OR PACKAGING
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RCKCAN CHOPGIR - 30X40CM CCORGLEO

CHCARZEGR - 145X160CMCCCCOWL

CCCCBECCTPIG HBASS2W - HBASS2N

CHMIRF60 CHHOBIRDRE - CHHOBIRDGRCCCB60LEO

WRBAM
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FIRST NIGHTS

MBGR - MBWHMBSR3 - CCMBCLEO

MBCOL - RSMBWH2

MBANT

CRRAT - CRRATCOV

BCHU

HANDCRAFTED
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DECORATION

abc

CHWSRA CCCCCL CHOPZEB - 30X40CM

CWKIDBBL WSCLWCLBB

CCFUH CRRAT CCBNJERGR - CCBNJEROW

CLBBWS - CHMFURCLBBWS - CHMFUR
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CWBBG - CWBBW

CWRS360GR TOYBHOW - CHWSRA

PLAY TIME 
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STSCANN CHMOKCNA CWRFCG

CHMIKCWTAMWNW - CHMWNWCWRSCR

CHSSSROSA CWRSMB

CWRSHBLCWRELPHWODSTRP
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TIPI FRAME 

Create a cool safari tent for your little     
explorer with the new cover for the 

Tipi Frame. They can tell the tales of 
their journeys all safe and snuggled up 
inside.

CCPL150PIG

TOYBHOW - B200TIPI - TIPC90W

CHRBTOY - CLSTIPI - CHCARLEO
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TOYBHOW CWKIDBGR

GYMRNA - GYMFTOYSCCCCPIG

B140TIPI

CCFOWL

WSTIPI GYMTIPIW - GYMTOYS - CCTB150JG

DISPNEON

CWWRONA - CWSCWRJG

TIPC70G - B140TIPI

GYMRW - GYMFTOYS
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HOUSE
FRAME

CHRBTOY - CCCCOWL - CCCCPIGCHRBTOY TIPBFC70A - BEFRHN

CCCRB38 - CCCRB28 CCFELHBEFRHN200 - TIPBFC90W
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ANIMALS

180CM

110CM

60CM

75CM

CHSTELEP60

CHSTALP

CHSTGIR180- CHSTGIR135

135CM

CHSTELEP75
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CABIN WHITE

B140BCW - 70X140CM

TRANSFORMABLE

K2DBCWK2DBCW

KO3BCW - K2DBCW - B140BCW 

The Cabin White nursery set creates a 
relaxing holiday vibe. Striking about the 

furniture is the original pointed roof. The 
room consists of a cot bed (70x140cm), a chest 
with three drawers and a 2-doors wardrobe. 
The multifunctional wardrobe can be used 
as a wardrobe with doors or as an open 
cupboard. In addition, it can also be placed 
over the cot bed to create a cosy cottage for 
the baby.
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LABELLA WHITE

B140LB - 70X140CM

THSLB

THSLB

CCBLJLEO

CCSWJLEO CCBIBJLEO

CCSBJLEO

This elegant white baby room with geometrical details consists of a cot bed 70x140 cm, a chest with handle-less 
doors and a beautiful rack. The modern furniture looks great in any interior. You can really mix and match to 

create your own style. Add a spot of colour by combining the furniture with soft leopard textiles and fun accessoiries

LEOPARD 
TEXTILES

CCSBJLEO

leopard textiles and fun accessoiries

B140LB - KO3LB
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QUADRO WHITE

B140QN - 70X140CM

B120QNT 60X120CM > 90X200CM CCCB60GS

CCCOJMA

K3DQN

CCBCJMA

B120QNT - KOQN - K3DQN
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RETRO RIO WHITE

B140RRW - 70X140CMCCBIBJGD

KO3DRRW

CCDCJGD

CCAMJGD

B120RRW - KO4DRRW -K2DRRW
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PLAYPEN

PA922NW - 75X95CM

PA94BL - 75X95CMPA94W - 75X95CMCCSBJLEO - CCPMJLEO

PA94SG - 75X95CM

PA94NA - 75X95CM - DRPA94NA 

PA94AN - 75X95CM - DRPA94AN MCHWH PA98IW
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WHEELS INCLUDED

BE122NW - 60X120CM

BSCNWI - 50X90CM

SLEEP TIGHT

BERA BERAW

BE17WW - 70X140CM
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NURSERY MUSTHAVES

GLCHRWHGLCHRRVG CHRLCH

GLCHRCG

RCCAN

RCCAN - RCKCAN
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Make yourself comfortable by keeping everything you need for a diaper 
change close. The perfect nursing spot includes a soft changing cushion 

and even softer changing cushion cover so your little one is comfortable. 
The wings of our Angel Changing Cushion Cover will hug your little one 
into place so they won’t fi ddle around as much. On the go? The Foldable 
Changing Mat will hold all your essentials together. 

NURSERY MUSTHAVES

CCCOAJLEO CCCOAJGD

CCCOAJG

CCCHMAJMA - CCCHMAJG 

CCCHMAJGD

CCCB60WGD

CCCORJGCHBCP

CHTTB
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SAFETY
Parents worry endlessly about how 

to protect their children from 
violence, but many overlook one of 
the biggest threats to their children’s 
safety and well-being, their own 
home.

The most eff ective way to ensure 
your baby’s safety is to take a baby’s-
eye view of your home. Get down on 
your hands and knees and see how 
things look from down there. What’s 
within reach? What looks tempting? 
Where would you go if you could 
crawl, toddle, or walk?

Use Childhome Safety Gates to help 
prevent falling down the stairs and 
to keep children from entering 
rooms and other areas with possible 
dangers. 

Make sure you use safety gates that 
meet current safety standards. Our 
safety gates prevent that children 
can unlock the gate. They can be 
opened and closed by adults without 
diffi  culty. 

For more details please visit 
WWW.CHILDHOME.COM 

VHMAE - VHMAEW

CHSBSOW

VHELTW

CHSBMLW

VHSUW

CHSBCPW

CONFORM TO EN 1930:2011
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MATTRESSES
BRAVE BY DAY, SAFE BY NIGHT

PURO AERO

PURO AERO
TOPPER

DUO KOKOS NATURAL

HEAVENLY

HEAVENLY
REFLUX WEDGE

MEDICAL

BASIC

- Washable cover
- Anti-allergic
- Anti-fungal
- Resilient

- Washable cover
- Anti-allergic
- Anti-fungal
- Optimal pressure distribution
- Extra air-permeable
- High resilient
- Ultimate softness
- Summer/Winter side

- Anti-allergic
- Anti-fungal
- Resilient

- Washable cover
- Anti-allergic
- Anti-fungal
- Optimal pressure distribution
- Extra air-permeable
- High resilient
- Regulate micro climate
- Summer/Winter side

Our organic fi tted sheets consist of all natural cotton. This means the cotton, used for the 
fi tted sheets, are processed using methods and materials that have a low impact on the 

environment. A lot of allergies can be caused by chemicals in cotton fi bres, that’s why we 
prefer organic cotton. For mattresses 50x90 cm, 75x95 cm, 60x120 cm and 70x140 cm. 

When you bring your baby home from the maternity they need sixteen to seventeen 
hours of sleep each day. You need to make sure that they have a safe and 

comfortable environment to sleep in. A major part of this is choosing the right mattress 
for your baby. 

- Washable cover
- Anti-allergic
- Anti-fungal
- Extra air-permeable
- Regulate micro climate
- Natural feeling
- Summer/Winter side

60X120CM - 70X140CM

60X120CM - 70X140CM

50X90CM - 60X120CM - 70X140CM 40CM - 60CM - 70CM

60X120CM - 70X140CM

50X90CM - 75X95CM - 60X120CM - 70X140CM - 90X200CM  50X90CM - 75X95CM - 60X120CM - 70X140CM - 90X200CM  
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ADVENTURE TIMELET'S GO

CWCARISO123 - ISOFIX + SEATBELT GR 2/3

CWISOK123BL - ISOFIX + SEATBELT GR 1/2/3

CWISOT23BL - ISOFIX + SEATBELT GR 2/3CWBOOS - SEATBELT GR 2/3

CWISOM360BL - ISOFIX GR 0/1

CAR SAFETY FOR 
YOUR LOVED ONES
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3 4 663 4

ADVENTURE TIME
The multiple strollers are great for big families, day care centres or nannies. From now on, they can safely 

transport multiple children simultaneously. 

The new multiple strollers have a trendy leather look handle and safety bumper. The edges are fi nished with 
a refl ective strip to increase visibility in the dark. The large shopping baskets provide the necessary storage. 

Smaller bags were added with numbers that match the seats. This way it is easy to remember which soother 
belongs to which child. And now the rear seats can recline independently, and they lay fl at. This way the seats are 
suitable for small babies too. 

CWTRIPN

CWTSGWH

CWURBGR

CWTCCAN - CWTCSGWH CWB5SGWH

CWQDN CWSIXN
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CHILDHOME, Industriezone ‘Blauwe Steen’
Neerveld 13 B, 2550 Kontich, Belgium

info@childhome.com | WWW.CHILDHOME.COM

The photographs and descriptions are given by way of indication only, and do not represent a contractual commitment. 
Childhome reserves the right to make modifications without informing customers. 

Copyright 2019-2020 Childhome, all rights reserved. 


